
KUWAIT: Every year, the holiday season
serves as a huge opportunity for regional
organizations, irrespective of their size, to
connect with new customers, expand to new
markets and create new avenues of growth.
Despite a growing local e-commerce land-
scape, the availability of products from inter-
national e-tailers is giving consumers the
chance to source products from all over the
world, presenting both opportunities and
challenges to businesses. A PwC report1
states that retail peaks such as Black Friday,
or White Friday as it is known in the Middle
East, are becoming more and more popular
with consumers in the region. 

Today, as a result of digitization and inter-
connectivity seeping through every aspect of
life, consumers can easily access global and
regional marketplaces and shopping plat-
forms. This offers shoppers various choices
of products and services, personalization of
retail experience, and convenience, instantly
raising customer expectations. 

Unmet customer needs can make or
break an SME retail business, especially
during peak or holiday seasons.
Digitization gives consumers the power to
control the way retailers and technology
approach them and equally enables those
SMEs which invest and adopt digitization
to respond to the growing need for cus-
tomization and capitalize on peak season
trends.  

Digitization enables SMEs to sell their
products on multiple overseas e-commerce
websites, offering them access to the same
customer groups as larger more estab-
lished players. Digitization also extends to
inventory through the Internet of Things
(IoT) technology, where SMEs can leverage
planning tools, particularly to manage cus-
tomer demands and fulf i l l ing shopper
expectations when it comes to seeing stock
availability. This is one area where SMEs
can collaborate with their logistics service
provider to boost their e-commerce poten-
tial throughout the year, especially during
the heavy-traffic peak seasons. 

Logistics service providers can help
SMEs to build a solid integrated supply
chain that can provide value-added servic-
es such as package tracking, and to identify
technology or process gaps. Adoption of
technology by SMEs in their retail opera-
tions and processes also supports better
integration with the services of the logistics
provider when every stock keeping unit has
a distinct digital identity.

Technology can also be a game-changer
in the economic contribution of SMEs.
SMEs constitute around 90 percent2 of
registered companies in the Middle East
and North Africa region, but they only

make up 15 to 30 percent of the region’s
GDP. To grow this share, they need to digi-
tize faster and move online. 

SMEs must look at joining the e-com-
merce marketplace as a fast track to
growth, and make the most of retail cam-
paigns such as Dubai Shopping Festival or
the peak season e-commerce promotions
such as Black Friday. 

As consumers increasingly turn to e-
commerce for their shopping needs, faster
delivery and transparency isn’t just an
option; it’s the expectation of the online
shopping experience. If SME retail busi-
nesses want a shot at market share, a focus
on delivering what, how, and when the
shopper wants is a critical part of building
a satisfied customer who is likely to return
again, and again. 

KUWAIT: LuLu Hypermarket, the region’s leading
retailer, has chartered special flights to bring in tons
of Indian fruits and vegetables to Kuwait in order to
meet the urgent needs of the market.

The first chartered flight with 16.5 tons of fruits
and vegetables touched down at Kuwait
International Airport on 15 March at 2.15pm. The
‘Spicexpress’ jet cargo included all major categories
of Indian fruits and vegetables and is intended to

increase the availability of agriculture produce in
local markets. 

Despite the consignment arriving on special cargo
flights, LuLu Hypermarket has ensured customers
that prices will not be expensive, as the aim is also to
stabilize agriculture produce prices in the country.

“Our first charter cargo flight has arrived from
Kochi Airport, India carrying 16.5 tons of bananas,
mangoes and fresh vegetables, including ginger,

turmeric, gooseberry, drumsticks, snake gourd and
pumpkin among many others,” said a spokesperson
for Lulu management in Kuwait. “We will ensure that
there is no shortage of food stuff in the country and
are prepared to charter even more flights if the need
arises in the coming days,” the management added.

LuLu management noted that there was
absolutely no need for any panic with regard to
food stocks in the country. “Our current food stocks

are more than sufficient to last for over six months,
and the items we are getting through charter flights
are only perishable products that were earlier
brought in through sea and road transport.”

In the current circumstance, LuLu Hypermarket
has been exerting the utmost efforts to achieve its
paramount goal of providing and sustaining best
quality products at the most affordable prices in the
market.
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The World Health Organization and gov-
ernments around the world are grappling
with the Coronavirus (now named Covid-
19) that has, as of end-February, infected
more than 83,000 people in 53 countries.
Predictions are that it could cause in
excess of  $1 trillion of economic damage. 

In 2017 the NotPetya virus became a
global cyber-pandemic that spread
around the world in a few short hours, par-
alyzing organizations, crippling shipping
ports and shutting down government
agencies globally. It caused over $10 bil-
lion in damages. 

One reason for the seismic disruptions
caused by both medical and cyber
pathogens is the interconnectedness of the
global economy. Supply chains now span
multiple continents. Air travel passenger
volumes have doubled. Disruption in China
is leading to disruption everywhere. 

Similarly, digital supply chains span
continents and cloud computing has
become ubiquitous, leading to a digital
interconnected web which is fragile and
can be easily broken.

The coronavirus has brought into stark
relief some elements of basic human
nature that come into play in both a health
crisis and a cybersecurity incident. A
deeper look shows striking similarities
between the human responses to the
coronavirus outbreak and cybersecurity
incidents. 

Risky behavior exposes everyone
Reports suggest that the coronavirus

originated from animals such as bats, pan-
golins or civets. Cross species transfer
possibly occurred in a market in Wuhan.
Researchers found that the tolerated risky
behavior of consuming exotic animal parts
triggered a single introduction into
humans, which was followed by human-to-
human spread. Similarly, employees
engaging in tolerated risky behaviour, such
as visiting adult or dark web sites or
downloading files from non-work-related
portals, can let malware into the organiza-
tion that spreads from one user to another. 

Transparency is critical
Too often, keeping silent exacerbates

the situation and puts business communi-
ties at risk. China has received some back-
lash, with reports emerging that the
Chinese government at first played down
the risk of outbreak and later the extent of
the problem. Transparency is a major con-
tributor to effectively managing the poten-
tial fallout from a viral disease. Even today,
we are unsure of the extent of the coron-
avirus outbreak.

Similarly, by the time senior manage-
ment are made aware of a serious cyber
incident, the infection has usually been
incubating and spreading in an organiza-

tion for weeks or sometimes months. The
organization can become the source of
further infection via their own email sys-
tems. Coverups mostly don’t work and
hide the extent of the problem to the wider
community which leads to misinformed
complacency about risks. Many organiza-
tions don’t share threat intelligence effec-
tively or at all. Cybercriminals therefore
employ the same attack method repeated-
ly against multiple organizations because it
keeps working. We enable criminals by
staying silent and ineffectually sharing the
symptoms and preventative measures of
the cyber disease. 

The importance of 
basic (security) hygiene

Demand for face masks is surging. But
face masks aren’t as effective as most peo-
ple think. Unfortunately, people are drawn
to visible controls rather than invisible
ones. But medical authorities suggest that
basic practices, like regular handwashing,
are more effective at preventing the
spread of the virus.

The equivalent in cybersecurity is
focusing on basic controls first. Have
effective and regular patch management
practices, implement controls to detect
and prevent the spread of malware, adopt
regular employee awareness training to
equip people with the appropriate knowl-
edge to avoid risky behavior. It is mostly
invisible, but it is a critical layer in the
defense against cybercrime.

Herd Immunity and 
Misinformed Complacency

Organizations who can’t or won’t patch
and protect their systems or train their
people are the equivalent of the those who
won’t or can’t vaccinate their families. An
expectation of herd immunity is often mis-
placed both when it comes to human
health and for cybersecurity.

In the UK an auditor general report on
NHS disruptions caused by the WannaCry
virus, showed they all had unpatched or
unsupported operating systems. In addi-
tion, other security controls would have
prevented the rapid spread and subse-
quent deaths and fiscal costs. But they
were incorrectly configured which allowed
the virus to spread.

We can never prevent all infections and
we can never anticipate every eventuality.
Diseases will continue to jump the species
barrier and zero-day malware will contin-
ue to appear. What we can do however is
become more transparent, be more com-
munity focused and make ourselves more
resilient. If not, we remain exposed to a
“Disease-X” - either in the medical or
cyber domains - with no known treat-
ments or vaccines and at the risk of devas-
tating economic and human losses.

— Brian Pinnock, Cybersecurity
Specialist at Mimecast
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IMF chief calls for 
more fiscal stimulus 
to limit damage
WASHINGTON: International Monetary Fund
Managing Director Kristalina Georgieva yesterday called
on governments to take coordinated fiscal and monetary
stimulus measures to stop the coronavirus from causing
long-term economic damage.

In a blog message posted on the IMF website,
Georgieva said the global lender has received interest
from about 20 additional countries for financing pro-
grams and will follow up with them in the coming days.
She did not identify any of them.

The IMF stands ready to mobilize its $1 trillion in
lending capacity to aid its 189 member countries, she
said. “As the virus spreads, the case for a coordinated and
synchronized global fiscal stimulus is becoming stronger
by the hour,” Georgieva said.

The IMF chief suggested that coordinated fiscal
action on the scale of the 2008-2009 financial crisis may
be necessary. She said that in 2009 alone, Group of 20
countries deployed about 2% of their GDP in stimulus, or
about $900 billion in today’s money, “so there is a lot
more work to do.”

She said that governments should continue to priori-
tize health spending and provide support to the most
affected people and businesses with policies such as paid
sick leave and targeted tax relief.

On the monetary policy front, she said central banks
“should continue to support demand and boost confi-
dence by easing financial conditions and ensuring the
flow of credit to the real economy,” citing emergency
actions by the US Federal Reserve and other central
banks on Sunday as an example. She applauded the
opening of swap lines between major central banks,
adding that such swap lines may need to be extended to
emerging market countries in the future. She said central
banks’ policy actions will need to balance the difficult
challenge of addressing capital outflows from emerging
markets and commodity price shocks, citing recent
record outflows of $42 billion reported by the Institute of
International Finance last week.—Reuters 

LONDON: Hedge funds continued
selling petroleum in anticipation of a
sharp downturn in oil consumption,
even before major governments
announced tougher travel restrictions
late last week.

Hedge funds and other money man-
agers sold another 58 million barrels of
petroleum futures and options in the

six major contracts in the week to
March 10, exchange and regulatory
data showed. Total sales since the start
of the year have reached 637 million
barrels - in two waves, the first lasting
roughly from Jan. 7 to Feb. 18 (457 mil-
lion over six weeks) and the second
since Feb. 18 (180 million over three
weeks).—Reuters

Hedge funds turn ultra-bearish
amid volume war 


